OVERVIEW

HeatForm® the insulated panel pool
that doesn’t cost the Earth
HeatForm insulated pool panels are the convenient
and eco-friendly way to build a high quality in-ground
or above-ground swimming pool in your home,
garden, spa or school, whilst helping the planet at the
same time.
The modular HeatForm panel system allows you
to create a pool to suit your requirements - from
exercise pools and domestic pools up to large
commercial installations.
The panel system is flexible and easy to install. The
panels are available in four lengths (0.5m, 1.0m,
1.5m and 2.5m) with three different height options
0.9m, 1.2m and 1.5m for use both in-ground and
above-ground.

Why HeatForm?
■■ A HeatForm insulated pool can reduce your
pool heating costs by up to 50% compared
with a standard concrete pool
■■ Wall depth options: 0.9m, 1.2m and 1.5m

Manufactured in Devon, UK with insulation made
from 100% recycled PET bottles, HeatForm can reduce
your pool’s energy usage by up to 50% compared to a
traditional in-ground concrete pool.
Make your dream pool a reality, putting exercise,
fun and relaxation within easy reach of your lifestyle
and budget.

■■ No limitations to the pool width or length
■■ Quick - 10m x 5m pool walls is typically
completed in one day
■■ Easy positioning of flow and return fittings in
pre-positioned panel openings
■■ HeatForm pool panels comply with the
Part-L building regulations regarding
U-Value requirements
■■ Made in Devon, UK

“We chose a HeatForm above-ground insulated panel system to replace an ageing school pool as it was simple and
quick to install and the insulated panels will provide significant energy cost reductions in the future. The school
were particularly impressed with the eco-friendly nature of the panels on top of the heating benefits they will
achieve. We received great customer service from Lighthouse Pools and would highly recommend the HeatForm
pool system”
Steve Whiteley, Aquafun Sheffield
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Simple and effective in design, the HeatForm panel pool
system offers an affordable and eco-friendly solution to
owning your dream pool..
No more travelling back and forth to the gym or the local
pool, now you can relax, train or exercise in the private
comfort of your own swimming pool. The beauty of
HeatForm is in its flexibility and we are confident that
we can provide something for everyone – you set the
parameters and we will provide the solution.
Whether in-ground, above-ground, small or large, shallow
or deep, the possibilities are endless. As well as traditional
designs suited to lane swimming, HeatfForm pools can
be used as hydrotherapy pools or teaching pools.
The differing depth options cater for the widest range of
users from the very young, early swimmers up to most
capable professional tri-atheltes.

HeatForm is proud of it’s heritage.
Manufactured in Devon, UK, the product
will help to reduce your carbon footprint by
reducing transportation distances
Have you seen our other range of energy
saving products?
The latest in technology from the
Zodiac Pool Care range of swimming pool
products including; ZS500 air source heat
pumps, FloPro variable speed pumps,
Magnapool the magnesium based
hydroxination system and RGBW LED
lighting to name a few.
HeatForm is a division of Lighthouse
Pools, established in 2010 Plymouth,
Devon.
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